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What are your difficult 

conversations?

� Think about the details of a difficult conversation you 

are facing.
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What are types of difficult 

conversations?

� Telling someone they will not be re-hired

� Telling someone they are not performing adequately.

� Telling someone you need them to do something that 

they don’t want to do.

� Telling someone you need them to stop doing something 

that they like to do. Maybe something that they feel 

entitled to do.
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What makes them difficult?

� They might react badly (anger, emotion, retribution).

� You might be rejected (by the individual and their 

friends).

� You might do it badly and make things worse.
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The bad news

� No matter what you do to prepare, these conversations 

are never easy and they can be terribly unpleasant.
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The good news

� They can be prepared for

� They can be productive

� You will gain confidence, strength, and integrity
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Preparing for a productive 

difficult conversation
� Preparation

� Get Clear

� Gather Resources

� Clarify your Message(s)

� During the conversation
� State the Facts

� Ask

� Listen

� Explore options

� Pay Attention

� After the Conversation
� Write it up

� Keep it up
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Preparation –

Get Clear

� Why do you need to have this conversation?

� Why do you need to have this conversation now?

� What might happen if you don’t have this conversation?
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Preparation –

Gather Resources

� What documentation might be relevant to this 

conversation?

� What other people might be productively consulted 

before having this conversation?

� What personal information about you or the other 

person might be productive to consider in preparing for 

this conversation?
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Preparation –

Clarify your Message(s)

� What do you need to make sure is clear to this person?

� Facts of the situation

� Your expectations of them 

� Have you filtered out your own emotions?

� Keep message(s) to a minimum

� Be Direct and Compassionate

� Think about potential options
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During the Conversation –

State the Facts

� Avoid:

� It has come to my attention

� Always and never

� Imputing motive
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During the Conversation –

Ask

� “So, tell me what you think about this.”

� “Tell me more about this from your perspective.”

� “I want to understand your position, so tell me about 

your point of view.”
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During the Conversation –

Listen

� This is the best part!

� Window into the mental processes of the other person

� You might hear something that is useful

� You might hear how you are responsible for their 

behavior or other equally irritating excuses
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During the Conversation –

Repeat Back

� Repeat back what you heard

� They will immediately clarify if you get something 

wrong

� The point is to make sure the other person feels heard

� Ask, “Is that right?  Is there anything else?”
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During the Conversation –

Explore Options

� I want you to succeed.  Let’s work together.

� What options are available that help this person meet 

expectations that are still ok with you.

� Ideally we want an option that works best for both 

parties.
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During the Conversation –

Pay attention

� Limit small talk

� Limit distractions

� Use immediacy cues

� Manage time
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After the Conversation –

Write it up

� Thank you

� The facts and the expectations

� Anything the employee agreed to do

� Anything that you agreed to do

� Correct any misunderstandings

� By a particular date

� Keep Human Resources in the loop
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After the Conversation –

Keep it up

� Keep up appointments and write up the content of each 

of these meetings

� Establish a pattern of improvement or non-compliance

� Talk to Human Resources

� If continued non-compliance, begin disciplinary action 

after talking to Human Resources
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Wrap Up

� You will change as a result of having these conversations

� Confidence, Strength, Integrity 

� Develop an invaluable skill to be an effective leader and 

manager

� Your ability and willingness to hold these conversations 

has a reverberating effect through your department, 

College/School, University, and State
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What are your questions?



Managing Your Boss

� Connect feedback to organization’s and manager’s goals

� Provide actionable suggestions

� Explain how your ideas could help avoid potential pitfalls 

or overcome risks

� Provide alternative choices

� Reflect manager’s concerns in your conversation

Harvard Business School Press.  Managing Up: Expert Solutions to 

Everyday Challenges. Boston: Harvard Business Press, 2008. 



Managing Yourself

� Is the problem your boss or is it you?

� Look for patterns of bad boss problems

� Are you the only one with the complaint?

� Ask yourself: How have I contributed to the situation in 
which I find myself?

� How can I contribute to the solution?

Scott, Gini Graham. A Survival Guide for Working with Bad Bosses: Dealing 

with Bullies, Idiots, Back-stabbers, and other managers from hell. New 

York: American Management Association, 2006.


